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 We initiated a startup company 3 years ago, named Solid High Ground, and would like to share relevant 
parts of this experience with you.  Our intent was to develop an affordable, multi-purpose, building shell 
that would provide vertical evacuation opportunities in coastal communities, during moderate tsunami 
events, caused by an earthquake following rupture along the Cascadia fault line. It is not likely that we 
will continue our effort to develop this structure ourselves without FEMA approving a design of practical 
structures that will save lives during moderate tsunami waves.   It is our hope that by sharing community 
feedback from our efforts to develop, we might help shape FEMA guidelines allowing practical, 
affordable, structure to be built for our threatened coastal communities complimenting structures 
designed to protect their critical uses such as hospitals, emergency responders, and elementary schools.   

 Our proposed structure designed to save lives during moderate Cascadian events was to be built on 
matt foundation, included a sturdy vertical evacuation platform ranging from 20-32 feet, best described 
by a visit to my web site www.solidhighground.com.    The design was intended to provide vertical 
escape from the moderate tsunamis most likely to be generated, while simultaneously addressing cost 
issues incurring during overdesign for unlikely worst-case events.  The structure was intended to be 
integrated into the community by solving community facility needs, thereby generating income. Our 
approach requested communities write a grant proposal wherein they stated their intended use, 
suggested location, and offer to share in the cost of the development by paying for the site, plus 
improvements desired over the basic cost of a building the shell.  Our preliminary rough draft 
community grant funding request and conceptual building sketch is attached. Solid High Ground was 
designed to be a 501C3 company, seek to secure grant funding to pay for the cost of the shell, plus 
assume construction management responsibility for the project.     

We have spent the last 3 years, talking with communities including Westport, Long Beach and Ocean 
Shores, all in Washington State, about their vertical evacuation requirements, plus their proposed 
everyday uses of the structure.  Attempting to make the project affordable, forced us to take hard looks 
at issues such as height, need for foundation pilings, potential reuse after a tsunami, flexible design 
needed to allow most community uses, plus whether handicap access was appropriate for the structure.   

 Communities, with direction from their leaders, have been reluctant to commit to any structure thus far 
that does not have formal FEMA design approval.   Communities appear to be willing to allow residents 
to perish during a moderate size tsunami wave rather than taking the chance that structure might not 
survive a mega-tsunami, unless this scaled down approach is recommended and/or approved by FEMA.   

Seatbelts save lives.  We are required by law to use them, yet people still die when an impact exceeds 
specific forces.  We feel communities should be allowed multiple escape options designed into a 2-mile 
walking distance grid dictated by wave speed, walking speed and distance from eruption dictate.  
Communities might decide to have one or two major vertical evacuation structures to accommodate 
hospitals, elementary schools and emergency response, but allow smaller, cost effective, multipurpose, 
structure to fill in the need for practical safety, available to protect during average forecasted events.   
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We believe FEMA should pave the way for private development to construct and finance these practical 
structures by authorizing their use and establishing their guidelines.  Communities and their leaders also 
need assurance that they will not be held liable for authorizing a structure built to save lives that may 
fail, like good Samaritan laws protect someone administering first aid to an accident victim.   

Please consider our suggestions during your review of the procedure needed to produce practical, more 
affordable, vertical evacuation protection, for our coastal communities.  Feel free to contact us if you 
have questions about our design or experience. 

 Sincerely,   

Roger Urbaniak-CEO Solid High Ground 425-894-0652 Roger@solidhighground.com  

Jay Banchero Design specialist Solid High Ground  
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